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Notice

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY 

THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY 

OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT 

MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR 

RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN. 

You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons, 

without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction 

described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to, 

any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are 

subject to change.  Applicability of the information to specific situations should be 

determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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FBAR - INTRODUCTION

 Prior to the mid-2000s, information reporting for foreign accounts – and 

reporting foreign assets/income generally – was not of major concern to U.S. 

taxpayers

 International tax more focused towards corporate issues – Subpart F, 

transfer pricing, etc. – rather than on individuals

 Individuals – and many preparers – were often legitimately unaware that 

the FBAR existed, or that foreign income was reportable in the United 

States

 Increased cognizance of FBAR (and general international tax) requirements has 

led to increased expectation by the Service that these requirements will be 

met – and that, if not, significant penalties can be imposed



FBAR - INTRODUCTION

• Multitude of reporting requirements can exist for foreign “accounts”, with many 

commencing after 2009

• Form 8938 reporting requirements commence in 2011 tax year; Form 

8621 (required for foreign mutual funds/pensions) information reporting 

requirements started with 2013 tax year

• However, FBAR obligations still receive enormous attention based on 

penalty exposures and expansive reporting scope

• In the past decade, FBAR penalty standards have developed significantly, 

both from case law and from Service proclamations/issuances

• As FBAR penalties become more common, awareness of how FBAR 

penalty collection differs from tax penalty collection is critical



FBAR - INTRODUCTION

• FinCEN Report 114 (“FBAR”) – filed by United States persons with financial 

interests in or signature authority over foreign financial accounts where the 

aggregated value of accounts exceeds $10,000 at any point during the year

• United States persons – U.S. citizens, residents, corporations, trusts, 

estates, partnerships, LLCs

• Can have nontaxable entities (partnerships/LLCs) with reporting 

requirements

• Reportable accounts – checking/savings accounts, mutual funds, policies 

with cash values, securities accounts, etc.

• Wide scope given to “financial account” – encompasses more than 

traditional bank account

• Assets not included: foreign real estate, interests in foreign entities



FBAR - INTRODUCTION

• FinCEN Report 114 (“FBAR”) – filed by United States persons with financial 

interests in or signature authority over foreign financial accounts where the 

aggregated value of accounts exceeds $10,000 at any point during the year

• Financial interest – owner of record/holder of legal title or person with 

beneficial interest

• Latter can be most problematic from an assessment perspective once 

uncovered

• Indicia of “hiding” the account (by attempting to shield tracing it back 

to the beneficial owner) creates problems/heightened penalty 

exposure (within “willful” context)



FBAR - INTRODUCTION

• FinCEN Report 114 (“FBAR”) – filed by United States persons with financial 

interests in or signature authority over foreign financial accounts where the 

aggregated value of accounts exceeds $10,000 at any point during the year

• Financial interest – owner of record/holder of legal title or person with 

beneficial interest

• Beneficial interest: if a U.S. person has a >50% interest in an entity, 

foreign accounts held by the entity will be treated as beneficially owned 

by the U.S. person

• Beneficial interest can also exist when a U.S. taxpayer employs a foreign 

agent to hold an account for them 



FBAR - INTRODUCTION

• FinCEN Report 114 (“FBAR”) – filed by United States persons with financial 

interests in or signature authority over foreign financial accounts where the 

aggregated value of accounts exceeds $10,000 at any point during the year

• Signature authority also creates reporting requirements

• Signature authority: United States person is not the underlying owner of 

the account, but maintains the ability to control its disposition

• i.e. officer/director of a corporation

• Service position: power of attorney documents give agent signature 

authority if principal has interest in foreign accounts!



FBAR PENALTIES

 While the FBAR is required under Title 31 of the Code (not Title 26), the 

IRS is delegated the authority to enforce FBAR requirements per an 

agreement with FinCEN

 FinCEN retains rulemaking authority for FBAR purposes

 Recent proposals have been made by FinCEN in the context of reporting 

requirements for virtual currency assets

 FinCEN also has rulemaking authority for other forms – like the Corporate Transparency 

Act requirements

 While the IRS enforces FBAR requirements, not all Title 26 enforcement methods 

are available – as the FBAR is not a Title 26 form!



FBAR PENALTIES

 Five primary civil penalties are authorized: (1) negligence, (2) pattern of 

negligent activity, (3) warning letters, (4) nonwillful violations, and (5) 

willful violations

 Negligence/pattern of negligent activity are assessable against financial 

institutions rather than individuals

 Warning letter is optimal individual-level penalty – no financial 

ramifications

 Issued for innocuous failures, where imposition of a financial 

penalty would be inappropriate

 Functions as Service acknowledgement that (1) they are aware 

of a failure and (2) are not planning on pursuing penalties for it



FBAR PENALTIES

 Nonwillful Penalties

 Can be penalized up to $10,000 per account per year

 Generally, examiners will recommend one penalty per open year, with the 

annual penalty normally limited to $10,000

 In some circumstances, however, penalties can be assessed on a per 

account basis

 Look to circumstances where actions would not sustain a “willful” 

finding, but show signs of behavior which is not entirely innocent

 In no case should nonwillful penalties exceed 50% of aggregated account 

values



FBAR PENALTIES

 Nonwillful Penalties

 Can be penalized up to $10,000 per account per year per 

statutory/regulatory authority; six-year Statute of Limitations applicable

 Six-year period differs from Title 26 forms! 

 Even if not filing required FBARs for decades – civil SoL expires after six years (both for 

non-willful and willful penalties)

 Example: Individual A has seven accounts with aggregated values of $100,000. She 

has held these accounts for a number of years. Under statutory authority, a penalty 

of $70,000 per year can be assessed, with six years of penalties totaling $420,000.



FBAR PENALTIES

 Nonwillful Penalties

 After May 12, 2015, in most instances examiners will recommend one 
penalty per open year (regardless of the number of accounts), despite its 
ability to assess “per account”; the penalty will normally be limited to 
$10,000.Generally, examiners will recommend one penalty per open year, 
with the annual penalty normally limited to $10,000 (as per IRM 4.26.16 and 
SBSE-04-0515-0025)

 In some circumstances, however, penalties can be assessed on a per account 
basis

 Look to circumstances where actions would not sustain a “willful” finding, 
but show signs of behavior which is not entirely innocent

 In no case should nonwillful penalties exceed 50% of aggregated account 
values – as the 50% threshold is the standard for willful violations



FBAR PENALTIES

 Willful Failures

 Willful failures – per statutory authority, penalty can be the greater of $100,000 or 

50% of the aggregated balance; penalties can be assessed on a per-year basis (six-year 

statute of limitations)

 Example: Individual B maintains three foreign financial accounts, holding an 

aggregated balance of $1.5 million. These accounts have also been held for a 

number of years. Per statutory guidance, the maximum assessable penalty per year 

would be $750,000. Over six years, the maximum assessable penalty would be $4.5 

million.

 If Individual A (holding seven accounts with aggregated balances of $100,000) 

committed willful violations in each year, her maximum assessable penalty 

would be $100,000 per year, or $600,000 total.



FBAR PENALTIES

 Willful Failures

 Willfulness – voluntary, intentional violation of a known legal duty

 Standard used matches the criminal willfulness standard – though 

assorted FBAR cases provide that, in application, this standard 

should be lower in the civil penalty area

 Need only to know that some reporting requirement exists, 

and make a conscious choice to not abide by the requirement

 Burden of establishing willfulness borne by the government

 “Preponderance of the evidence” standard utilized



FBAR PENALTIES

 Willful Failures

 Willful blindness constitutes willfulness – making a conscious effort not to 

learn of FBAR requirements

 Schedule B becomes relevant – contains question on foreign financial 

accounts

 Williams case (110 AFTR2d 2012-5298, 489 Fed. Appx. 655 (CA-4, 2012)) 
provided that taxpayer (whose return was prepared by an accountant) who 

answers “no” to the Schedule B question re: foreign financial accounts establishes 

prima facie evidence of willfulness re: civil FBAR requirements!

 IRM guidance - merely answering no/not answering is not definitive 

proof of willfulness, but can be evidence of the same



FBAR PENALTIES

 Willfulness

 Typically not proven by direct evidence, so reasonable inferences 

drawn from available facts

 Factors indicating willfulness – lack of valid reason/explanation for 

account in location where held, behaviors to hide account, 

education level of account holder

 Factors indicating lack of willfulness – valid reasons for account (i.e. 

inherited account/connections to country where account held), 

disclosure of account to return preparer



FBAR PENALTIES

 Willfulness

 Per IRM guidance, in most cases penalty amount limited to 50% of highest 
aggregated balance during all years under examination! (per IRM 4.26.16 and 
SBSE-04-0515-0025)

 Higher penalty can be imposed where appropriate; however, in no event will 
the total penalty amount exceed 100% of the highest aggregated balance of all 
unreported accounts during years under exam

 At least a portion of the IRS’s desire to limit penalty assessment likely comes 
from concerns (which practitioners have raised already) that FBAR penalties 
could be found to violate the Eighth Amendment’s Excessive Fines Clause 
whereby civil penalties cannot be grossly disproportionate to the violation at 
issue



FBAR CASES

 As more awareness has been created for FBAR requirements, an increasing 

number of cases have been decided on FBAR issues – with common themes 

being interpretations of “willfulness” and permissible penalties (often within the 

context of the aforementioned Eighth Amendment considerations)

 Part of what has created heightened attention for FBAR requirements are the 

penalties which have been assessed!

 Taxpayers allowed to bring suit for FBAR assessments in either U.S. 

district court or the U.S. Court of Federal Claims

 Tax Court does not have authority to review FBAR assessments!
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RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

United States v. Williams, 489 Fed. Appx. 655 (Fourth 
Circuit) (July 20, 2012)

• In January 2001, Williams completed a “tax organizer” 
which had been provided to him by his accountant in 
connection with the preparation of his 2000 U.S. federal 
income tax return (Form 1040). In response to the question 
in the tax organizer regarding whether he had “an interest 
in or a signature or other authority over a bank account, or 
other foreign financial account in a foreign country”, 
Williams answered “No”.

• In addition, Williams answered “No” to the following 
question on Line 7a in Part III of Schedule B to his 2000 
Form 1040:



RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

United States v. Williams, 489 Fed. Appx. 655 (Fourth Circuit) 
(July 20, 2012) (Cont’d)

• “At any time during 2000, did you have an interest in or 
signature or other authority over a financial account in a 
foreign country, such as a bank account, securities 
account, or other financial account?.......”

• Williams did not file an FBAR for the 2000 taxable year by the 
June 30, 2001, deadline (which was the deadline then).

• Subsequently, upon the advice of his attorneys and 
accountants, Williams fully disclosed two Swiss accounts he 
had opened in the name of his British company, ALQI Holdings 
Ltd, to the IRS in January 2002. In October 2002, he filed his 
2001 federal tax return on which he acknowledged his interest 
in the ALQI accounts.



RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

United States v. Williams, 489 Fed. Appx. 655 (Fourth 
Circuit) (July 20, 2012) (Cont’d)

• Williams also disclosed those accounts to the IRS in 
February 2003 as part of his application to participate in the 
Offshore Voluntary Compliance Initiative. At that time, he 
also filed amended returns for 1999 and 2000, which 
disclosed details regarding his ALQI accounts.

• After pleading guilty to criminal tax evasion in 2003, in 
January 2007, Williams finally filed an FABR for each tax 
year from 1993 through 2000. Thereafter, the IRS assessed 
two $100,000 civil penalties against him for failure to file an 
FBAR for the tax year 2000. Williams failed to pay these 
penalties and the government sued to collect them.



RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

United States v. Williams, 489 Fed. Appx. 655 (Fourth 

Circuit) (July 20, 2012) (Cont’d)

• The appellate majority (2:1), reversing the decision of the 

District Court in an unpublished opinion, ruled that signing a 

federal tax return creates constructive knowledge of the 

return’s contents, and prima facie evidence that the signing 

taxpayer knew of the contents of the return. Thus, the court 

further ruled that by filing his 2000 tax return, Williams had 

declared “under penalty of perjury that he had examined 

the return and accompanying schedules and statements 

and that, to the best of his knowledge, the return was true, 

accurate and complete.”



RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

United States v. Williams, 489 Fed. Appx. 655 (Fourth Circuit) 
(July 20, 2012) (Cont’d)

• The court also ruled that the question regarding foreign bank 
accounts put Williams on inquiry notice of the FBAR 
requirement. Though Williams testified that never read that 
part of the return, the court indicated that his failure to do so 
constituted “ a conscious effort to avoid learning about 
reporting requirements”, and his answer on the return that he 
had no foreign accounts evidenced “conduct that was meant 
to conceal or mislead sources of income or other financial 
information.” This conduct constituted willful blindness of the 
FBAR requirement. After consideration of all the evidence on 
the record, the Court, ultimately, found that  Williams had 
acted willfully in failing to file the required FBAR.  



RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

United States v. McBride, 908 F. Supp. 2d 1186 (D. Utah 2012)

• When having his 2000 and 2001 tax returns prepared, John 

McBride, a U.S. citizen and a partner in an LLC that sold 

cellphone accessories imported from Taiwan, did not tell his 

accountants that he had an interest in any foreign entities or 

accounts. As a result, Line 7a in Part III of Schedule B to his 

Form 1040 had the “No” box checked in response to the 

question asking about foreign bank accounts.

• In 2004, the IRS began an examination of McBride related to 

his participation in a tax avoidance or deferral plan designed 

by his financial advisors. During the course of the 

examination, McBride refused to provide certain documents to 

the IRS and denied having any knowledge about the plan.



RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

United States v. McBride, 908 F. Supp. 2d 1186 (D. Utah 2012) (Cont’d)

• McBride also refused to submit FBARs for 2000 and 2001. Eventually, 
the IRS assessed willful penalties of $100,000 for both 2000 and 
2001 ($25,000 per account per year).

• The District Court found McBride’s failure to file FBARs was willful on 
various grounds, including:

• He signed his returns under penalty of perjury, he had 
constructive knowledge of the contents therein, including the 
false statement on Schedule B;

• Even if he did not have actual knowledge of the FBAR filing 
requirements, he had recklessly disregarded the obvious risk that 
he was violating the law. This was evident in the fact that he had 
received a memo from his partner’s accountant in 1999 detailing 
his (the accountant’s) concerns about the tax avoidance plan; his 
decision not to seek independent counsel about the plan; his 
failure to disclose the plan to accountants who prepared his tax 
returns, and his own admission that his initial impression of the 
plan was that it constituted “tax evasion”. 



RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

United States v. McBride, 908 F. Supp. 2d 1186 (D. Utah 

2012) (Cont’d)

• Despite agreeing with the Williams court on the issue of 

constructive knowledge and recklessness, the court 

ultimately found McBride had actual knowledge of the 

FBAR filing requirement. Facts supporting this conclusion 

include the fact that he had read pamphlets from his 

financial advisors detailing reporting requirements for U.S. 

citizens, contradictory statements made during trial and the 

discovery process, and his evasive course of conduct in 

dealing with the IRS during examination.



RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

Bedrosian v. U.S., 120 AFTR 2d 2017-5671 (D.C. Pa., 2017)

• Arthur Bedrosian, a U.S. citizen and pharmaceutical 
executive, filed this suit to obtain a refund of $9,757.89 that 
he had paid to the IRS. The amount was paid for his 
alleged willful FBAR violation for 2007. The amount paid 
represented one percent of the FBAR penalty assessed by 
the IRS ($975,789.19, i.e., 50 percent of the highest 
balance of the unreported account). The government 
maintained that the Bedrosian’s conduct was willful. 

• The District Court held that the issue of whether Bedrosian
willfully failed to file a timely, accurate, and complete FBAR 
for 2007 was an “inherently factual question” that is 
inappropriate for resolution through summary judgment 
(thus pushing the case to a bench trial).



RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

Bedrosian v. U.S., 120 AFTR 2d 2017-5671 (D.C. Pa., 

2017)(Cont’d)

• On the willfulness standards, the District Court held that, for 

civil FBAR purposes, (i) willful intent is satisfied by a finding 

that the taxpayer knowingly or recklessly violated the FBAR 

reporting obligation; (ii) the government need not prove 

improper or bad purpose by the taxpayer; (iii) “willful 

blindness” by the taxpayer meets the standard; and (iv)  the 

government can prove willfulness through circumstantial 

evidence and through inference, including the conduct of 

the taxpayer to conceal or mislead sources of income or 

other financial data.



RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

Bedrosian v. U.S., 120 AFTR 2d 2017-5671 (D.C. Pa., 

2017)(Cont’d)

• The District Court then identified some favorable facts for 

Bedrosian, namely: Schedule B to the 2007 Form 1040 

checked “Yes” in response to the foreign account question 

and indicated “Switzerland” as the relevant country; he filed 

an FBAR reporting at least one account whose balance 

ranged from $100,000 to $1 million; and he approached his 

attorney to rectify matters with the IRS before he learned 

that UBS had already supplied his account data to the U.S. 

government and it had started an investigation. 



RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

Bedrosian v. U.S., 120 AFTR 2d 2017-5671 (D.C. Pa., 
2017)(Cont’d)

• However, the District Court also identified facts unfavorable to 
Bedrosian, including: He was an educated and financially 
literate businessman; he took a “calculated risk” for many 
years before 2007 by not reporting the UBS accounts or the 
income they generated (but such years were not at issue 
during the trial); there is “no question” that he could have 
easily discovered that UBS had split his funds into a Small 
Account (which he reported on the FBAR) and Large Account 
(which he did not report on the FBAR) based on the annual 
statements and/or periodic meetings with UBS personnel; and 
he filed the questionable 2007 FBAR showing one account 
just two weeks before sending two separate letters to UBS to 
close two accounts. 



RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

Bedrosian v. U.S., 120 AFTR 2d 2017-5671 (D.C. Pa., 
2017)(Cont’d)

• Despite the facts the Court identified as unfavorable to him, 
the Court held that his actions “were at most negligent” and 
the omission of the Large Account from the original 2007 
FBAR was an “unintentional oversight or negligent act” 
because there “is no indication that he did so with the requisite 
voluntary or intentional state of mind.”

• In reaching its decision, the Court compared the facts in 
Bedrosian with the facts in other cases, including Williams and 
McBride. Then it held that “[W]e cannot conclude, based on a 
comparison of the facts of this case with those of cases in 
which a willful FBAR penalty was imposed that the 
government has proved, by a preponderance of the evidence 
that [the taxpayer’s] violation of [the FBAR reporting 
obligation] was willful”.



RELEVANT CASES

Willful FBAR Violation.

Bedrosian v. U.S., 120 AFTR 2d 2017-5671 (D.C. Pa., 

2017)(Cont’d)

• In distinguishing the facts in Bedrosian, the District Court 

seemed to focus on the fact that unreported accounts in 

other cases were part of a larger or complex “tax evasion 

scheme”; the taxpayers made no efforts to voluntarily 

disclose matters to the IRS; the taxpayers had already 

been convicted of a crime; and/or the taxpayers lied or 

otherwise failed to cooperate with the IRS audit.

• Ultimately, the Court ruled that the FBAR penalty amount 

Bedrosian had paid had been illegally extracted from him 

and ordered the IRS to refund it.



RELEVANT CASES

Nonwillful FBAR Penalty is assessed on a per account basis.

United States v. Bittner, Case No. 20-40597 (Fifth Circuit) 

(November 30, 2021)

• The U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Texas held 

in favor of Alexandru Bittner and ruled that the nonwillful 

FBAR penalty should be assessed on a per reporting basis, 

not a per account basis.

• Mr. Bittner was a dual citizen of Romania and the United 

States. In 1990, he moved back to Romania and 

successfully started several businesses, generating over 

$70 million in total income.

• As a result, he maintained and had signature authority over 

hundreds of foreign accounts between 2007 and 2011.



RELEVANT CASES

Nonwillful FBAR Penalty is assessed on a per account basis.

United States v. Bittner, Case No. 20-40597 (Fifth Circuit) 
(2021) (Cont’d)

• Because Mr. Bittner filed the FBARs late, the IRS sought to 
assess over $2.7 million against him in nonwillful FBAR 
penalties.

• The Fifth Circuit Court, reversing the decision of the District 
Court, ruled in the U.S. government’s favor on the primary 
issue that the nonwillful FBAR penalty should be assessed 
on a per account basis, as opposed to a per reporting 
basis.

• However, the Fifth Circuit Court affirmed the District Court’s 
denial of Bittner’s reasonable-cause defense against the 
nonwillful FBAR penalty imposition. 



RELEVANT CASES

Nonwillful FBAR Penalty is assessed on a per account basis.

United States v. Bittner, Case No. 20-40597 (Fifth Circuit) 

(2021) (Cont’d)

• “Bittner conceded that he put no effort into ascertaining and 

fulfilling his reporting obligations. He testified that he never 

even inquired about them, and when asked why, he 

answered, “Why should I?”, “I didn’t feel like it”, and “Why? 

We’re in Romania.” The onus was on Bittner to find out 

what he was supposed to do, and yet he admittedly did 

nothing.” (Page 11 of the Fifth Circuit Court’s opinion).



RELEVANT CASES

Nonwillful FBAR Penalty is assessed on a per account basis.

United States v. Bittner, Case No. 20-40597 (Fifth Circuit) 
(2021) (Cont’d)

• The Fifth Circuit disagreed with the decision of the Ninth 
Circuit in U.S. v. Boyd (discussed next), which held that 
nonwillful FBAR penalty should be imposed on a per 
reporting basis.

• “The text, structure, history, and purpose of the relevant 
statutory and regulatory provisions show that the “violation” 
of section 5314 contemplated by section 5321(a)(5)(A) (of 
the Bank Secrecy Act, 1970, as amended) is the failure to 
report a qualifying account, not the failure to file an FBAR. 
The $10,000 penalty cap therefore applies on a per-
account, not per-form, basis.” (The Fifth Circuit Court’s 
opinion, page 22).



RELEVANT CASES

Nonwillful FBAR Penalty is assessed on a per reporting 

basis.

United States v. Jane Boyd, Case No. 19-55585 (Ninth 

Circuit) (March 24, 2021)

• The appellate majority (2:1) of the Ninth Circuit reversed 

and remanded a California District Court decision, and held 

that Jane Boyd was only liable for a single penalty 

assessed by the IRS for her nonwillful failure to report her 

United Kingdom bank accounts. The majority rejected the 

District Court’s ruling that the IRS should be permitted to 

assess penalties per account for failure to file FBAR reports 

timely.



RELEVANT CASES

Nonwillful FBAR Penalty is assessed on a per reporting basis.

United States v. Jane Boyd, Case No. 19-55585 (Ninth Circuit) 
(March 24, 2021) (Cont’d)

• Ms. Boyd, a U.S. citizen, had a financial interest in 14 financial 
accounts in the United Kingdom with an aggregate balance in 
excess of $10,000. Boyd received interest and dividends from 
these accounts but did not report the interest and dividends on 
her 2010 U.S. federal income tax return (Form 1040), nor did 
she disclose the accounts to the IRS.

• In 2012, Boyd asked to participate in the IRS’s Offshore 
Voluntary Disclosure Program. After the IRS granted Boyd’s 
request to participate in the program, she submitted, in 
October 2012, an FBAR listing her 14 foreign accounts for 
2010 and amended her 2010 tax return to include the interest 
and dividends from these accounts.



RELEVANT CASES

Nonwillful FBAR Penalty is assessed on a per reporting 

basis.

United States v. Jane Boyd, Case No. 19-55585 (Ninth 

Circuit) (March 24, 2021) (Cont’d)

• For unspecified reasons, Boyd sought permission from the 

IRS to opt out of the OVDP in 2014 and the IRS granted 

her request. The IRS then examined her income tax return 

and concluded that she had committed 13 FBAR violations 

– one violation for each account she failed to report for the 

calendar year 2010 (the IRS determined that one of the 

accounts was used to fund several other accounts and 

therefore did not impose a separate penalty on the 

fourteenth account). The late submitted FBAR report was 

complete and accurate.



RELEVANT CASES

Nonwillful FBAR Penalty is assessed on a per reporting basis.

United States v. Jane Boyd, Case No. 19-55585 (Ninth Circuit) 

(March 24, 2021) (Cont’d)

• The IRS concluded that Boyd’s violations were nonwillful, and

assessed a total penalty of $47,279. In 2018, the government 

sued Boyd seeking to obtain judgement against her for the 

$47,279 plus additional late payment penalties and interest.

• The appeals majority, reversing the decision of the District 

Court, ruled that the nonwillful penalty provision allows the IRS 

to assess one penalty, not to exceed $10,000 per violation, 

and nothing in the statute or regulations suggests that the 

penalty may be calculated on a per-account basis for a single 

failure to timely file an FBAR that is otherwise accurate.  



RELEVANT CASES

Nonwillful FBAR Penalty is assessed on a per reporting basis.

United States v. Jane Boyd, Case No. 19-55585 (Ninth Circuit) 
(March 24, 2021) (Cont’d)

• Since Boyd committed only one FBAR violation, that is, the 
failure to a single FBAR for calendar year 2010 by June 30, 
2011 (the filing deadline then), and the IRS concluded that that 
violation was nonwillful, the maximum penalty for that violation 
could not exceed $10,000.

• “The regulations and FBAR require a person to report much 
more information than the number of accounts. Taken to its 
“logical” conclusion, the government’s argument could permit 
many more nonwillful violations than those tied just to the 
number of accounts that should have been listed on an FBAR 
that was not timely filed.” (Footnote 8, at page 12, of the 
appellate majority opinion). 



RELEVANT CASES

Postscript

• As the Bittner and Boyd opinions clearly demonstrate, there 
is a circuit split over whether nonwillful FBAR penalties are 
imposed on a per-account basis, or a per-FBAR basis.

• Consequently, the government has joined Bittner and 
interest groups in asking the U.S. Supreme Court to resolve 
the circuit split. The government filed its respondent brief in 
Bittner v. United States with the U.S. Supreme Court on 
May 17. The government argues that Bittner’s petition for 
the writ of certiorari should be granted, but, unlike Bittner, 
the government asserts that the Fifth Circuit correctly ruled 
that nonwillful FBAR violations apply per account, rather 
than per FBAR form.

• To date, the U.S. Supreme Court is yet to rule on the 
certiorari petition.





MITIGATING FBAR VIOLATION PENALTIES

• The IRS has been delegated authority to assess civil FBAR 

penalties by the U.S. Treasury Department.

• IRS examiners generally have wide discretion in 

determining the appropriate FBAR violation penalty in any 

given taxpayer situation. In Internal Revenue Manual(IRM) 

4.26.16.5(3), the IRS has pointed out, quite obviously, that 

“[C]ival FBAR penalties have varying upper limits, but no 

floor.”

• The IRS’s discretionary penalty assessment authority 

creates an opportunity for arguing a client’s specific case 

with the intention of minimizing the ultimate penalty 

assessment. 



MITIGATING FBAR VIOLATION PENALTIES

• Based on the IRM (4.26.16.5.2.1(3)), factors IRS examiners 

consider when applying their civil FBAR penalty 

assessment discretion include, but are not limited to, the 

following:

• Whether compliance objectives would be achieved by 

issuance of a warning letter (in which case the FBAR 

penalty would not be assessed);

• Whether the person who committed the violation had 

been previously issued a warning letter or assessed an 

FBAR penalty;

• The nature of the violation and the amounts involved;

• The filer’s conduct contributing to the violation;

• Whether the filer cooperated during the examination;



MITIGATING FBAR VIOLATION PENALTIES

• The balance in each account during the year; and

• The total amount of all penalties to be asserted for all 

violations.

• Based on the above factors, a taxpayer’s cooperation with 

the IRS during examination likely plays a crucial role in the 

mitigation of penalties.



ENFORCEMENT MEASURES

• FBAR penalties go through a rigorous IRS internal approval 

process before they are certified to be appropriate. 

• Once an FBAR penalty is approved, an IRS examiner 

issues Letter 3709 (the FBAR 30-day letter) and the FBAR 

Agreement to Assessment and Collection (Form 13449) to 

the taxpayer. If payment of the penalty is made in full within 

30-days from the receipt of the Letter, no interest is paid on 

the penalty (only the penalty amount is paid).

• When the FBAR penalty is proposed but not agreed to by 

the taxpayer, the taxpayer has 45 days within which to 

appeal. To appeal, the taxpayer must mail a written protest 

that is postmarked before the designated response date 

listed in Letter 3709. The IRS’s Appeals Office handles 

FBAR penalty appeals, among other appeals.



ENFORCEMENT MEASURES

• Post-assessment FBAR cases are given priority and 

require expedited handling by the Appeals Process. Post-

assessment FBAR penalty cases in excess of $100,000 

cannot be compromised by the Appeals Office without the 

approval of the U.S. Department of Justice.

• If the taxpayer does not respond to Letter 3709 (to indicate 

their agreement with the penalty and intention to appeal in 

case they disagree with the penalty), the penalty is 

assessed and the collection process begins. If the penalty 

has not been paid in full, Letter 3708 (Notice and Demand 

for Payment) is issued. The collection information is then 

forwarded to the Financial Management System.



BEST PRACTICES

• Check your tax preparation software. Is Line 7a in Part III of the 
Schedule B (the FBAR question) prefilled with a “No” answer? If that 
is the case, the default checking of the response boxes needs to be 
corrected.

• United States v. Schik, 2022 U.S. Dist. Lexis 41148 (S.D.N.Y. 
March 8, 2022). Evidence showed that although the FBAR 
question was answered “No”, the tax preparer’s software had 
prefilled the answer “No”.

• Taxpayers should review entire returns prior to signing them; they 
shouldn’t just look for the bottom line (i.e., tax amount due or tax 
refund claimed).

• Partial compliance is not good enough. Reporting some FBAR 
accounts while keeping some “sacred cows” (accounts) hidden from 
the IRS is not good enough. Taxpayers are required to comply fully 
with FBAR reporting obligations. 

• Delinquent FBAR filers should cooperate fully with IRS examinations 
or audits. This helps in the mitigation of assessable FBAR penalties.



BEST PRACTICES

• Tax questionnaires should be detailed enough to give 
clients a good understanding of the questions being asked. 
FBAR questions, for instance, should include a definition of 
“financial account”, examples of “financial accounts”, a 
distinction between direct interest and an indirect interest in 
a foreign financial account, etc. Renewing engagement 
letters regularly (e.g., annually) is also highly 
recommended.

• Foreign accounts held by taxpayers’ children (e.g., 
education savings accounts) must not be neglected. There 
is no filing exclusion for children (regardless of age).

• Saving the best for last, consult your international tax 
specialists! FBAR filing compliance specifically, and 
international tax compliance generally, is a complex area. 
Don’t go it alone!
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